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 Personal life Hus was married to Adeline Görtzen (1878-1948). They had no children. References External links Category:1874 births Category:1960 deaths Category:Dutch male poets Category:People from Amsterdam Category:20th-century Dutch poets Category:20th-century Dutch male writersSheffield’s Black and White and All in Between Nina Van de Voorde is an artist and writer, co-founder
of Shh! Comics in Sheffield. Last year we were the first comics festival in the world to launch an initiative to celebrate comics creators from ethnic and BME backgrounds, which eventually led to the inaugural Comic Creator Network organised by her and Nathalie Lees, creator of Supa Hot Rails. Together they led the creative development of Sheffield Comic Festival 2018 – the first to be

exclusively focused on comics created by creators from non-traditional backgrounds. The festival took place from 19th – 22nd October 2018 and celebrated the leading creators of the global comic community and their stories. My career has had highs and lows. I’ve been fortunate to take advantage of some amazing opportunities, but have also had to deal with some very difficult times in my life. My
first public performance, in a folk music band, was 10 minutes of a musician having a seizure onstage, but it was the perfect place for me to start performing. It made me realise that I didn’t need to be a standard, white man to make things happen. I can still feel the adrenaline rush from that first performance. One of my closest friends is of mixed heritage. We grew up in a big London family but have

always felt different. I’ve been making a lot of comics about this and it’s something I’ve been thinking about a lot. What is it like to be mixed heritage and to be growing up in a family where I’m different? I think there’s a certain pressure that comes from that, and from parents who are trying to make you into something that you’re not. “It’s difficult to discuss identity issues within a family where
you’re different to your siblings. As children, we had a saying that we’re all from the same country but we have different passports. We were different – we were mixed race, we were black, and we were white. A 82157476af
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